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Hamilton Project
Engineers – They
Do Everything!

Aaron Standeford

Karl Stelljes
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hat are the responsibilities for a project engineer
at Hamilton Construction? For
the answer to that question, we
asked Hamilton’s most senior
Project Manager Steve Brown
to explain and, never one to
disappoint, Brown sums it up
simply: “They do everything.
That’s why a good project engineer is so important. Because
if they are good at what they
do, than the project manager
doesn’t need to do anything.”
While perhaps a bit of an
exaggeration, Steve’s point is
a good one. The role of Project Engineer (PE) is absolutely
crucial on every Hamilton job.
They are without question, the
Project Manager’s wingmen.
The demands are so rigorous
that more often than not, the PE
position is the proving ground
for future Project Managers.
So who are these up and comers? What makes them tick?
The Herald reached out to find
out more about the men behind
Next issue:
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Reid Highberger

Craig Almont

the RFI’s. This month we are
focusing on Aaron Standeford,
Karl Stelljes, Reid Highberger
and Craig Almont.
Why did you choose to
work at Hamilton?
Aaron: At the time I graduated (2007) construction was
booming and we all had multiple job offers. I’d interned at
Hamilton and there were several things I liked about it: Hamilton is very hands on and I get
to wear a lot of hats. I like being
a real part of building a bridge.
I kid my friends that went into
commercial construction that
they have to spend most of their
time picking out carpet colors
and counting door knobs.
Karl: I had always wanted
to build bridges and this being
Hamilton’s core – that peaked
my interest. Then they hired
my friend Pat Prescott, who
kept bragging about all the cool
things he got to do. So luckily –
Con (with a little help from Pat)
remembered me when the hiring needs came around.
Reid: Growing up in Stayton, OR I always knew of Hamilton and always heard good
things and how well respected
a company Hamilton is within

the industry. So when I decided I wanted to build bridges I
knew exactly what company I
wanted to work for!
Craig: I interviewed with Bob
Hirte and immediately liked the
culture and felt it would fit me the
best compared to the other companies I interviewed with. I like
that Hamilton is focused in the
Western United States.
What is the one thing about
you that no one at Hamilton knows about you:
Aaron: That Brittney and I
are expecting a baby in January!
Karl: I am an open book –
everyone knows everything
Reid: I started my first year
in college in the Pre-Med Program. One day I woke up and
thought-what in the world am
I doing??—and went over and
switched my major to Construction Engineering.
Craig: I paint, as in fine art
type painting-acrylics and also
do pencil sketching. (See Craig’s
artwork on p. 4.) I designed the
art for all my own tattoos.
What is your favorite part
of your job?
Aaron: The thing I like
best about Hamilton is that it
is not overly structured. There
are expectations but they let us
manage things the way we like
as long as we are getting the
desired results. There are a lot
of expectations placed on you
right from the start. You gotta
hit the ground running from
Day One. Favorite project: Sandy! The bridges have turned out
beautifully. They ride out beautifully. Overcoming the struggles
of Sandy and having it come out
so well make it my favorite.
Karl: Honestly, my favorite
part of the job is when the crew
lets me help pour concrete or
form something up with them,
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even though they go back over
my finish work. It’s fun to get
out and work side by side with
the guys who do it every day. I
would have to pick WRB as my
favorite project. I was able to
work with a lot of the seasoned
staff, crew, supers, PE’s and
PM’s. It was great to see them in
and action and learn first-hand
from them.
Reid: Every day is new and
presents itself with new challenges. And of course the people I
get the opportunity to work with.
I don’t know how I could pick a
favorite project. I have worked
on four different projects since
I started, three of which include
WRB, Sandy and now NewbergDundee. I think a person would
lucky to work on ONE of those
projects in their entire career!
Craig: I like seeing things
going from broken down to new
in a short duration. I like the
planning aspect because then
when you see a plan fall into
place and it all works – that’s
the favorite part of my job. My
favorite project was the one in
Idaho where I was coaching and
won the NRA award. The other
16-17 jobs I’ve done would be
my next favorite.

Quit Tobacco
Hamilton!
Mark Twain said, “Giving up smoking is the easiest thing in the world.
I know because I’ve done it thousands of times.”
Quitting tobacco is like learning
to ride a bike. Nobody does it perfectly the first time, and it’s easier
with someone there to help you.
Want to give it a try? Here’s where
you can get some help: Hamilton
employees are eligible for the Quit
for Life Program through Pacific
Source Health Plans. To enroll,
simply call Quit for Life toll-free at
(866) QUIT-4-LIFE (866-784-8454) or
enroll online at www.quitnow.net
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THE HAMILTON WAY

What is CM/GC? Why is Hamilton so darn good
at it? And why care?
CM/GC
CM/GC or the Construction Management/General Contractor
model of delivery is a process where the owner selects and partners
with a contractor and designer to manage the design and construction process. Unlike Design/Build where the owner hands over the
project to the design/construction team, in CM/GC the owner stays
very involved in the process throughout the entire project. With CM/
GC all information is shared openly between the partners. The contractor agrees to “open book” pricing where the owner can see all
the detail that goes into pricing decisions, how scheduling decisions
are made and more. Hamilton has emerged as a popular choice for
this form of delivery. In 2008, ODOT selected Hamilton as its first
CM/GC contractor to build the largest bridge project it had ever
undertaken: the I-5 Willamette River Bridge (WRB). Then, the State
of Alaska selected Hamilton as its first CM/GC contractor for the
high profile Riley Creek Bridge project at the gateway to Denali Park.
Shortly after, Bend Parks and Recreation picked Hamilton as its CM/
GC for the multi-faceted Colorado Dam Safe Passage project.
The outcome of WRB was a huge success: the project delivered four months early and $12 million under budget.
Can Hamilton replicate its success with these other CM/GC jobs?
The Herald checked with three Hamilton employees who
are now deeply involved in Hamilton’s CM/GC jobs to get the
answer: PM’s Jesse Peterson and Evan Stuart; and Chief Estimator, Neal Spoon.

Jesse Peterson
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Evan Stuart

Neal Spoon

Herald: Jesse and Evan,
where are you in the process
with the Riley Creek and the
Colorado Dam CM/GC projects and how is it going?

Herald: Can either of you give
a couple examples of decisions that came as a result of
design review or forward cost
analysis?

Jesse: We’re in the final stages
of the pricing and developing the
100% cost proposal. We started
the process in May 2013. Since
then we’ve looked at different
design options and did forward
cost analysis on some of those.
We looked at different bridge
lengths and span lengths and a
variety of alternatives.
Evan: We’ve completed design review and are in the final
stages of pricing as well.

Jesse: Sure – a simple example had to do with the cost of
abating girders. The old girders
on the Riley Creek bridge were
painted with lead paint. We did
a cost/benefit analysis of abatement (removing the paint and
re-using the girders) vs. scrapping them. We demonstrated to
the owner how Hamilton would
own the risk of abatement-the
cost impact of that. Ultimately
the owner could see why it made
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more financial sense to sell the
girders for scrap. It was a real
learning experience for them.
Evan: One example of a
change based on our constructability input: We’ll be using
sheet pile rather than rock to
isolate two of the Deschutes
River channels from each other. The result will be more permanent and that had value for
the owner.
Neal: I would say the biggest eye opener for both our
owners in Alaska and Bend is
the level of detail contractors
go through when they price
out work. Both owners now
see that we don’t just go to
a pricing manual and pull out
a number. When they see all
the variables we factor in for
weather, material cost fluctuations, potential site conditions-it gives them confidence and
helps to build trust.

Time and again, we seem to
be owners’ first choice for
CM/GC? Why do you think
that is?
Evan: As a corporate culture,
Hamilton has always tried to
be relationship based. Before
alternative contracting, we
used informal avenues to build
relationships—like offering to
do design reviews at no charge.
CM/GC merely formalizes the
preconstruction review process—so it’s not significantly
different for us. It’s a change
for the designers-they have to

be more responsive to our suggestions so it might actually be
more difficult for them.
Neal: Even in a low-bid
world Hamilton has always
been about the relationship.
So as different as the processes
are, our approach is still consistent. And through the years
we’ve selected people who fit
the culture. When Evan Stuart walks into the room, who’s
not going to like Evan?? Really, how can you not like Evan?
He’s not afraid to look at things
outside the box. Owners are
used to contractors who have
a “status-quo” fixed style and
that is certainly not Evan. Evan
enjoys the creative process.
Owners love that willingness
to explore their ideas.
Same with Jesse. In Alaska, you’ve got to understand
that you are either Alaskan
or you’re an outsider. Jesse is
definitely seen as an Alaskanso he paves the way for us to
bring outside points of view. He
brings a sincerity to his effort—
it’s more than just being honest
and that has been a key trust
bridge builder.
Neal: The other key to success in CM/GC comes down to
chemistry. I would encourage
any owner considering CM/GC
to spend face time with their
potential contractor/partner.
You just simply have to like and
have a mutual respect for who
you are working with.

Hamilton CMGC team meeting with ADOT at Riley Creek Bridge.
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HAMILTON PEOPLE
September
Anniversaries
John Kurz
Sheldon Gilliam
Larry Martin
Jason Stone
Evan Stuart
Chris Kirkpatrick
Bryan Fischer
Tino Gutierrez
Dave Kirkpatrick
Ken Maddox
Jeff Phillips
Rick Garrick
Jeff Gates
Dave Owsley
Ethel Seaman
Robert Vaughn
Pete Todd
Frank Martin
Judy Betts
Dave Weinhold
Jason Huff
Todd Burnette
Troy Milburn
Brandon Winsbury
Kasey Lebechuck
Josh Rodriguez
Jack Bunch
Eric Gutierrez
Bob Fletcher
Steve Blakeley
Todd Schindler
Chris Bailey
Tim Downard
Kevin Humphrys
Eli Guerrero
Ken Lange
Roger Downard
Chad Martin
Wendee Leon
Karl Stelljes
Jim Bunch
Linda Mitchem
Josh Coyle
Lane Radford
Duane Romane
Carlos Torres
Nick Prescott
Isidro Verduzco
Jason Garner
Dave Foley
Dave Egan
Steve Smith
Jason Tipps
Brian Floyd
Damion Dufault
Brian Martel
Dan Eller
Jess Culett
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Jack Young: Who You Want in Your
Fox Hole!

I

t was 26 years ago: Barry
Sanders was the NFL Rookie of the Year, Ronald Reagan
delivered his presidential farewell address, Taylor Swift was
born…and Jack Young was
coming in from the woods and
getting his first taste of construction as a pile buck working
for Bryan Cloe’s dad, Merv.
As Jack explained, Merv Cloe
was in marine construction and
owned a pile driver on a barge.
“I started out in the brush right
out of school, and in between
those jobs, Merv would find me
something to do,” Jack recalls.
“Eventually I went to work for
him—then bridge builder F.
E. Ward where I worked with
Dennis Radford, Bob Klein,
and Bryan Cloe. Then in 2002
my first job with Hamilton was
on the Santiam. Bob Sherman
was the Project Manager.” Jack
said that he immediately knew
he’d found his place, Bob Sherman recalls. “The first day Jack
went to work at Santiam River,
he came highly recommended
by a group of super people, plus
he had woods and water experience, so expectations were high.
But it might
have been
a good

thing we did not have welding
certifications for welding piling
at the time, as from my perspective his welding skills were
in question. But within days, all
my concerns were long gone
and it was clear Jack was a special breed, a gamer that cared.
Most of us will tell you nothing
is better than working alongside Jack!”
Now, looking back on his 24
years at Hamilton, Jack says
he can’t imagine working any
place else. “I feel fortunate and
humbled to have worked with so
many amazing people. “When
you spend 75% of your time at
work, those people become like
your second family,” he says.
Love of family is a common
theme when you talk to Jack
Young, and the day-to-day
camaraderie with the guys is
the one thing Jack says he is
going to miss big time as he
considers his retirement at the
end of this year.
Jack’s Heroes
Jack says that Merv Cloe
and his dad were probably
two of the most influential figures in his life. Both of them
loved life on the coast, (Jack’s
dad as a longshoreman and
Merv in marine construction).
And as youngster growing
up in Reedsport, Oregon, he
had many connections to the
water. His dad taught him to
fish and he says he pretty much
grew up on the river. Jack was
also a three sport athlete and
one of his classmates, Jack
Bunch, (actually a couple years
behind him in school) observed
that Jack was a popular guy with
a reputation for always sticking up for the underdog. Bryan Cloe said
that his family and
the Young’s used

to do everything together from
hunting to water skiing “Jack was
a role model for me – he’s a hard
worker – he was probably one of
the best timber fallers around –
he taught me and my brother how
to hunt -- there’s no one I respect
more,” Bryan says.
Jack’s friend Bob Fletcher also
voices great respect. “In a war,
Jack’s the guy you want in a fox
hole with you; always a leader and
uncompromising when it comes to
quality of work, production, and
last but not least, love of family
and friends,” Bob praises.
Jack’s management philosophy is pretty simple: “I’ve always
worked for the brand – we don’t
let egos or even friendships get in
the way of getting the job done. “
Advice for Young Managers
When asked if he has any advice
for young managers coming up
through the ranks it is this: “If
you’re going to manage people,
don’t be wishy-washy. Be loyal –
loyalty breeds loyalty. And don’t forget where you come from. When I
leave this place, they’ll know where
I stood,” he says proudly.
So what does Jack see in retirement? “No lists here,” he says,
but does admit that he is looking
forward to getting in as much fishing and hunting as he can—and
has plans to build a pole barn as
well. When asked if his wife of
nine years, Janet, is looking forward to having him home, Jack
quickly responds with a glint in
his eye, “Not so much!” he laughs.
But then admits that one of the
reasons for his retirement is so he
can spend more time with friends
and families including Janet, his
two brothers and sisters; his kids
John and Jennifer and step kids
Toby, Fathym and Talan.
One thing is for sure. The
Hamilton family is going to miss
Jack Young!
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PARTNER’S MESSAGE

A

s usual for this time of year,
we look back on a lot of positive things that have transpired:
1) This construction season has
been as busy as we have seen
in recent years. We have built
(or are currently building)
projects in six states: Oregon,
Washington, California, Colorado, Alaska, and Arizona.
2) We have increased our
backlog of work, with all of
the divisions having good
projects on the books to
build into next year. We have
three major ODOT jobs in
progress that will run through
the winter as well as several
jobs to build in Alaska and
Colorado for next year.
3) The rail division will complete
their biggest year to date,
with the completion of the
Harrisburg Trestle replacement for the UPRR, along
with several other projects in
Oregon, California, and Arizona. In addition, we will have
completed our first job for the
BNSF railroad.

4) American Concrete has had
a great year, continues to
maintain a good backlog of
work, and by October will
have added an office in Redmond, OR to handle work in
Bend and surrounding Central
Oregon markets.
5) Bridge Access Specialties will
have completed its best year
to date, including our first
work on several contracts in
Canada.
6) Our Willamette River Bridge
project has recently been recognized by Engineering News
Record (the top magazine in
the construction/engineering
world) as being both the top
highway construction project
completed in the Northwest
this year, and also the top project for safety in the Northwest.
Congratulations to all who
worked on this job.
7) And most importantly, by the
end of September, which is
the end of our safety year,
we will have completed our
most accident free year in the

2213 S “F” Street
P.O. Box 659
Springfield, OR 97477

Who’s the artist? Who’s
having a baby? Hamilton
Project Engineers reveal all!
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last 20 plus years. Quite the
accomplishment!
At the close of this season we
have several long time employees going off into retirement. As
you will have read, Jack Young
is retiring after 20 plus years of
working for Hamilton. In addition Ethel Seaman will be retiring
from American Concrete. Ethel
has been with us since we purchased American about 12 years
ago, and has been the glue that
has held that operation together
for all of us. She, like Jack, definitely “rides for the brand”. Both
of them will be sorely missed,
because you can’t “just replace”
employees of their caliber. If you
get a chance, give them a call or
send them a note, wishing them
well as they get ready to enjoy
their well-earned retirements.
Also, we are coming up on the
elections in November. I want
to encourage all of you to vote.
There are many critical issues
facing our industry, not the least
of which is funding for our highway program. We need to elect

people both in Washington DC
and in our local states, who value
the need to maintain our infrastructure. Do your research, and
elect people who will support
spending on our highways and
bridges. This is what keeps us all
employed! So get out and vote!
Finally, the partners appreciate
all that our employees do for us.
Keep working productively and
safely. By doing that, we know we
can look forward to many successful years working together.

Scott Williams

